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ABSTRACT

The stacking fault probabilities of pure A1 and 
binary Al-Mg, Al-Zn, and Al-Si alloys were determined 
using the x-ray diffractometer method* The cold-worked 
filings used in the study were produced by filing at 
liquid nitrogen temperature and were maintained at the 
same temperature throughout the diffraction analysis so 
as to prevent annealing out of the faults« It was 
determined that the stacking-fault probability increased 
from zero in pure aluminum to a maximum of 0*021 in the 
Al~l*4 Si alloy, with alloys in other systems having 
smaller non-zero values.

The particle sizes and rms strains were also 
obtained for the above systems.



Io INTRODUCTION

The common metals which one usually encounters 
in everyday life are, in fact, orderly arrays of atoms„
The atoms usually have periodicity of such a form ..that 
the metal may be classified as having either a face- . 
centered cubic, a body-centered cubic, or a hexagonal 
close-packed structure0 It should not be misconceived 

«that all metals have these rather simple structures for 
some have extremely complex arrangementsc

From the aspect of clarity of explanation, it 
was fortunate that in the present study, the alloy 
series of interest did in fact fall into the face- 
centered cubic categoryo This type of atomic packing 
is similar to the densest packing of oranges in a cratee 
Depending on the location of alternate layers of atoms, 
the resulting close-packed structure may be either face- 
centered cubic or hexagonal close-packed* Specifically, 
if the atoms of the third layer are located over the 
atoms of the first, then a hexagonal close-packed structure 
occurs, but if the third is not located over the first, 
then a face-centered cubic array results*

1



As is new apparent, face-centered cubic and 
hexagonal close-packed structures are related in a very 
simple manner0 Assuming that the reader is familiar 
with Miller indices, then the aforementioned relation 
may be described in an even simpler fashion, namely, 
the (ill) plane in the face-centered cubic system has 
the same atomic arrangement as the (0001) plane in the 
hexagonal system.

To regress for a moment to the analogy of the 
orange crate, it is easily understood that a man who 
is packing the crate can ascertain that the crate is

r -packed so that the ©ranges form a perfect face-centered 
cubic array or for that matter, any other of his liking. 
This analogy represents a process controlled by man, 
and no energy considerations enter into question*

A totally different situation awaits the nmetal 
packer" since energy does become a very important 
factor, and if it is assumed that the "metal packer" 
does not possess any super vision, then he cannot be 
certain as to how the atoms fit into place and the 
orange orate analogy no longer holds* Now, to be quite 
realistic, there is no well-defined criterion for the 
packing of atoms and as a result it may be assumed that 
it is quite possible that a face-centered cubic structure



3
has some faults in the atomic packing0 Furthermore5 
this cubic structure is related quite closely to the 
hexagonal structure, which directs reasoning toward 
the assumption that these faults are hexagonal in 
nature 0

Although it is convenient to picture the atomic 
array as being infinite in extent and the atoms arranged 
in a perfectly regular array, metal crystals do in fact 
have line defects which are known as dislocations0 
Without being too specific, as the necessary details 
will be presented later, it will suffice to say that 
associated with dislocations in face-centered cubic 
crystals are stacking faults0 Valenzuela (1965) has 
illustrated the nature of these faulted regions in detail, 
as have many other authors0

A stacking fault is best explained as a planar 
defect in a crystal and for a face-centered cubic crystal, 
this defect is a small region of hexagonal close-packed 
structure within the cubic crystal0

Stacking faults play an important role in the 
physical and mechanical properties of crystals„ Because 
of this fact, stacking faults are of interest to researchers 
involved in various scientific endeavors = Such defects 
are the basis of this paper0



4
Over the past decade, stacking faults have been 

studied by methods of x-ray diffraction and electron 
microscopy, and other less popular techniques0 In the 
method of electron microscopy, the actual physical con
figuration of the faulted region is measured, but when 
the diffraction method is used, the concept of stacking- 
fault probability must be introduced0 As it implies, 
stacking-fault probability is the frequency of occurrence 
of faults within ah otherwise ideally perfect crystalline 
array, and this frequency is the quantity measured.

The stacking-fault probability has been measured 
in many systems of alloys, but due to certain peculiari
ties of aluminum and its alloy systems, a study of faulting 
in the aluminum systems was many years in coming. Delaying 
until later the reason for using the x-ray diffraction 
technique in this study, rather than the method, of electron 
microscopy, the purpose of this investigation may now be 
outlined.

In 'I96I, Seeman and Stavenow published a paper 
concerning the determination of stacking-fault probabi
lity in binary Al-Mg and Al-Zn alloys by the x-ray diffrac
tion method. This study was concerned only with the first, 
order (ill) and (200) peaks, and, as has been shown by 
Wagner, Boisseau, and Aqua (1965), this type of data does.



not present conclusive evidence for faulting0 It will 
be shown later that residual stresses produce the same 
type of (111) and (200) diffraction peak shift as do 
faults on (ill) planes in face-centered cubic structures 
and hence the higher order (222) and (400) peaks must 
also be considered in order to determine if faulting is 
present in aluminum and its alloys„



II. OBJECTIVES OP THE INVESTIGATION

The objectives of the present study were to. deter
mine the stacking-fault probability in aluminum and 
binary Al-Mg, Al-Zn, and Al-Si alloys, and also to study 
the nature of the cold-worked state of these systems.
The latter study consisted of determining the residual 
lattice strains as a function of distance into the 
crystallites and of finding the crystallite sizes after 
cold work. The alloys were chosen so as to allow a 
comparison of both the effect of solute concentration 
and also the effect of valence on the values of the 
stacking-fault probability obtained. The purpose was 
to confirm the effect of the valence of the solute on 
the stacking-fault probability, as will be explained 
later.

6



Ill, THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

3,1 Stacking Faults and Related Areas

3.1,1 The Nature of Faults, A stacking 
fault may be defined as the planar surface of separation 
between two regions of a crystal which have the same 
orientation but do not form a continuous lattice <, In 
the particular ease of face-centered cubic metals and 
alloys5 which is being considered here, the concern is 
with faulting on (ill) planes. The faults which may 
form on these planes fall into two categories: intrinsic
and extrinsic. For intrinsic faults, the atomic pattern 
of the lattice extends to the plane of composition of the 
fault and the faulted plane itself is a part of the 
atomic array on each side of the fault. However, in 
extrinsic faults, the composition plane does not belong 
to the structure on either side of it. Thus, an intrinsic 
fault may be formed, per se, by removing a layer of atoms 
from the crystal, and an extrinsic by inserting a layer 
of atoms. The stacking array in face-centered cubic 
structures is usually characterized by use of the nota
tion ABO ABO ABO or A A A  A A A .  Intrinsic stacking-faults

7



are designated by ABC&BABC&B or A A A A A V A A  A  A  A  and 
extrinsic by ABCACBCAB or A  A  AV VA A  A  „

Since the structure of hexagonal close-packed 
metals and alloys can be characterized by ABABABAB dr 
AS5ASA\^!^S7A7A it can then be seen that the stacking 

arrangement characteristic of the hexagonal close-packed 
structure is found at the faulted region of the face- 
centered cubic structureo As this region is a hexagonal 
close-packed structure within the face-centered cubic 
structure, it is a region of higher energy and thus, a 
non-equilibrium condition* The excess free energy of 
the volume of hexagonal close-packed structure is called 
the stacking-fault energy.

Another type of fault which will be mentioned 
in a later development is a growth or twin fault* Since 
the concern here is with stacking faults, it will suf
fice to say that a twin fault in face-centered cubic 
metals has the structure indicated by ABCABCBACBA or 
A A A A W V V  , However, it is worth noting that a 
twin fault has one pair of like next nearest neighbors 
and that an intrinsic stacking fault has two pairs* On 
this basis, the energy difference of the twin can be 
approximated as one half that of an intrinsic fault*
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3oio2 Stacking-Fault Energy* Explanation 

of the origin of this energy requires a detailed mathe
matical explanation which is far beyond the scope of 
this efforto Here, a brief treatment of this subject, 
essentially due to Friedel (1954), Kittel (1961), and 
Seeger (1957)* will be given in physical terminology0

If a face-centered cubic lattice is considered, 
and it is assumed that only first Brillouin zone inter
actions exist, then by the further assumptions that a 
spherical Fermi surface exists and no change in the energy 
band gap occurs upon alloying, it can be shown (Kittel, 
1961) that for a face-centered cubic lattice the Fermi 
surface touches the Brillouin zone boundary at a ratio 
of lo36 e/a, and that the total zone volume contains two 
states per atom* However, in the case of a hexagonal 
close-packed Brillouin zone, it is found that there are 
n states per atom allowed within the volume, where 
n = 2 - 3/4(^)2 |” 1 ~ l/4(— as given by Jones (1934) 6 
For an ideal ^  ratio of 8/3* n = I-29/32 < 2, Therefore, 
we find that the number of states allowed within the 
face-centered cubic Brillouin zone is greater than that 
within the hexagonal close-packed Brillouin zone, with 
reference to the same atomic species0
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Hence, for the sake of simplicity and the lack 

of a better explanation, a crude assumption may be 
formulated that the stacking-fault energy is due to 
the forcing of electrons into higher states resulting 
from the hexagonal close-packed type Brillouin zone at 
the faulted region0

Alloying, considered on this basis, may then 
either raise or lower the stacking-fault energy depending 
on the relative expansion or contraction of the Brillouin 
zone boundary with respect to the corresponding increase 
or decrease of the effective electron/atom ratio0

3ol»3 The Origin of Stacking Faults 
Through Deformation0 The only type of fault which is of 
concern in this study is that caused by cold-working 
the metal or alloy0 Slip in face-centered cubic structures 
occurs on the (ill) planes, and it can be shown (Friedel, 
1964) that the most stable dislocation array by which 
slip can be explained is the motion of two partial dis
locations of the form |j- £ 112] 6 For example, these 
are formed by a dissociation of a total dislocation 
lying in a (111) plane according to the reaction of the 
form a/2 £llcQ -> a/6 £l2l| + a/6 ^21lJ0 The partial
dislocations have both edge and screw character, the 
net effect being a repulsion of the partialsQ The



equilibrimm spacing of the partials results from an 
equality between the repulsion of the partials and the 
attractive force due to the free energy of the faulted 
region. The type of fault which develops during deforma
tion is an intrinsic fault. Extrinsic faults occur by 
means of complex dislocation reactions (Eriedel, 1964), 
and these types of faults are not sufficiently preva
lent, as shown by Wagner and Helion (196$), to be of 
interest in this study.

The stacking-fault energy is of interest in that 
it plays an important role in all forms of mechanical 
deformation; essentially, the lower the stacking-fault 
energy, the more difficult it is for dislocations to 
by-pass other lattice perturbations, and hence, some 
hardening occurs. This hardening is dependent on the 
stacking-fault energy. This phenomenon is dealt with in 
detail in Friedel (1964),

3,1=4 The Experimental Determination of 
Stacking-Fault Energy, Stacking-fault energy can be 
measured by x-ray diffraction and by electron microscopy 
methods, by the ̂ i l l  Method in single crystals, or by 
the twin boundary method, .



In electron microscopy one actually measures 
the radius of nodes of the separated partials and to 
this applies appropriate formulae, as given by Jossang . 
et al0 (1965)o

The T  222 method, outlined by Seeger, Berner 
and Wolf (1959)> is an analysis of the activation energy 
required for cross-slip in face-centered cubic single 
crystalse This is characteristic of the so-called 
third stage of the curve for resolved shear stress 
vs. resolved shear strain, and the appropriate value 
is determined by varying temperature or strain rate.

The equilibrium relation of twin and grain 
boundaries gives values for stacking-fault energy.
Twin boundary energy is nearly one-half the stacking- 
fault energy, but the actual relation is debatable.

The x-ray method will now be considered. If 
the dislocation density and the amount of faulting 
present were known, it would then be possible to esti
mate the stacking-fault energy. Both of these para
meters and the x-ray method of determining them will 
be considered in this study.
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3,2 The Concept of Stacking-Fault Probability

3.2.1 The Definition of the Staeking- 
Faulfc Probability, #4, , Following the treatment of 
Paterson (1952), the term stacking-fault probability will 
be used to represent the amount of faulting present. 
Hereafter, the stacking-fault probability will be repre
sented by the symbol, M  ,

The following example defines the quantity, Ot ,
If one thousand atomic planes were examined, and if 
four of these were completely faulted, then (X would 
be 0,004, This concept requires that the partial dis
locations which bound the fault move completely out of 
the crystal plane and thereby leave a plane which is 
totally faulted. However, this condition does not 
generally occur. Fortunately, as shown by Paterson 
(1952), for small values of f the concept of the 
area of four planes totally faulted is the same as many 
small faulted areas on many planes. That is to say, 
the x-ray beam is insensitive to the difference between 
the two typesj and therefore, either case produces the 
same net effect,

3.2.2 Factors Effecting the X-ray Diffrac
tion Method of Determining OC , Although the foregoing



explanation of stacking-fault probability is brief, it 
may be apparent that several factors influence the 
value of determined. If the dislocation density 
is high, then this will produce more faults and a 
larger value of Dt , If the stacking-fault energy is 
low, corresponding to a wider equilibrium spacing of 
the partials, there will be a larger faulted area, 
and a higher value of b< , Usually, dislocations on 
the same plane tend to pile up, resulting in a non
equilibrium spacing of the partials. This factor is 
a limitation of the x-ray method, but if all the samples 
are prepared using the same mode of deformation, then 
some compensation will be introduced. Because this 
study is concerned with the effects of solute concen
tration on Oi and not with absolute values of stacking- 
fault energy, this fact may be neglected and concern 
then can be directed toward relative effects. Similarly 
in a later part, when estimates of the stacking-fault 
energy are made, the values obtained can be compared 
on a relative basis with some degree of certainty, again 
neglecting the effect of dislocation pile ups.

It should be pointed out here that the major 
advantage of the x-ray method is its inherent ability 
to "see" millions of dislocations (when considering a



IP pdislocation density of 10 /cm and an incident beam 
area of one cm )0 In contrast to this, the electron 
microscope views only several dislocations at one time 
and although more accurate in absolute values, many 
years would be required to obtain the statistical 
averaging effect that occurs in the x-ray method0 
Furthermore, the electron microscope method is limited 
to use with materials of low stacking-fault energy0

3o3 X-Ray Diffraction Theory of Gold-Worked 
Structures

3o3ol Representation, of the Diffraction 
Profile o The profile of a diffraction peak can be repre 
sented by a Fourier series in a modified version of that 
given by Wagner, Boisseau, and Aqua (1965);

f (sin© - sin© )
A^ exp I -4riL ------ ^----- —

where, © is the intensity location 29 in P(2©), ©Q is 
the position of the experimentally observed peak maximum, 
L is a distance normal to the reflecting planes, K is a 
factor corresponding to the specific experimental method 
(powder or diffractometer method), and A^ represents the

P(29)



Fourier cosine coefficients0 This is, in fact, the 
Fourier series which represents the inverse of the 
Fourier transform of the observed profile As with 
any transform, the variables in the transform can be 
chosen to be in any convenient coordinate system.
Though reciprocal space is often chosen, in this case,
L has been selected because the properties which are 
of concern in this study are a function of distance into 
the crystallites and would be meaningless as functions 
of 0,

The theory of determining the coefficients, A^, 
is covered in Appendix A, '

As was shown by Warren (1959)s the coefficients
PF ' B ppcan be represented as A^ = A^ « A^ where A^ is that 

part due to particle size and faulting and A® is due to 
lattice strainso For small values of L, 1 * + 1’
(intrinsic and extrinsic stacking-fault probabilities, 
respectively), /3 (twin fault probability), and 
< <£ (rms strains), Wagner and Helion (1965)
have"shown the above coefficients to have the form

APFL.
1 <cos#> , ic5(e< 1 4-^^) ^  Tr

B— + — T - + : a0 , Vhkl1 - L



1
27T2L2h02 17

(3)

2 2 2 2where hQ = h + k + X , aQ is the lattice parameter, 
^hkl is a oooetant given by Wagner, Tetelman, and Otte 
(1962), is the coherent diffraction domain perpen
dicular to the (hkl) planes, <cos ^ > is the average of 
the cosine of the complement of the angle between the 
reciprocal lattice <hkl> and <111> directions, and T 
is the average width of the faulted region in the (ill) 
planes0

3o3o2 Determination of Particle Sizes
T)and RMS Strains, To separate the strain portion from 

the particle size term, the Warren-Averbach (1952)
method is applied0 Noting equations (2) and (3), it

pjp 'can be seen that is independent of the order of the
Dreflection and A^ is not» Taking the logarithm of the 

expression for A^ gives

In A. = In aFF + In (4)

Then substituting for Â r gives

In A^ = In A^ + In (5)1
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To reduce equation ($) to a workable form, the term 

D 'In can be expanded in a Taylor series as followsc 
Let -

2Tr2L2h 2 2
1 - ----g-— . < € L > = 1 - ax

and expand, giving

ln(l - ax) = ln(l) - ax + a2x2 - 2a^x^ + (6)

but for small ax, as is the ease when

ax =
2r2L2hQ2

equation (6) reduces to ln(l - ax) = -ax0 Now equation 
(5) takes the form

in A,
2ir2L2h 2 p
— < ^ l 2> (7)

Equation (7) adapts itself well to graphical analysise
By plotting In versus h^2 for multiple orders of
any (hkl) reflection as is shown in Fig, 1, it is apparent



19O pTpthat the intercept at h^ = 0  gives In e Taking 
the derivative of equation (7) in the form

d(ln A,)
dh.

2tt2L2

allows the calculation of < C  ̂ > 1/^ from the slope of
" pthe plot of In A^ versus hQ « The resulting equation 

then has the form

< C- 2>l/2 L '(hid) 2tt2L2
-d(ln At) 1/2

Having determined A^ , Warren (1961) has shown 
that intercept of the initial slope with the L axis gives 
the effective particle size, ^^(hkl). The effective 
particle size is an apparent crystallite size which in
cludes the effects of faulting and hence these must be 
removed in order to determine the true crystallite size* 
The effective particle size is related to T,
( et 1 + et1 1), and ^3 by the equations

- 1 1 , 0,707 , l=5(ei ' + © £ " )  +
W 111) = Dlll T T ao ' viix (1°)
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D ^ T W n f e - H g  V200 (XI)

Wagner and Helion (1965) have shown that the 
double deformation fault probability, DC 11, does not 
contribute to the total fault probabilityj therefore, 
only the single deformation fault probability, #C 1, 
need be considered. In the equations that follow,
^ ’ + OL 11, will be replaced by ,

It was shown by Warren (1961) that the minimum 
faulted domain size in the plane containing the faults, 
the (ill) plane in this case, is given by

1 _ O082min - 2,31 1,0
W 111} ' •

(12)

• 3,3,3 Methods of Calculating Twin and 
Stacking-Fault Probabilities, If the particle size is 
assumed isotropic, Warren (1961) has shown that

D
1
111

+ 0,707T =3 0,815T (13)

and by use of equation (12), the compound fault prob
ability, 1,5 + yS , can be found by combining
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equations (10) and (11)0 These reduce to the form

lo5 ©C +^3 4ao r i i
^ 7 3  LDeff(20°) " DeffUU) (14)

The parameter 1.5 eC + /S affords a comparison of the 
values of 04 and ^3 obtained from peak shift0

Cohen and Wagner (1962) have shown that the 
twin fault probability*^ , can be calculated from 
the relation

A2©i°i - A2©2°0 = (11 tan ©li:L + 14,6 tan ®20Q)/$ (15)

where

A26hia = (2e°g - 29pp«)hki'

eg being the center of gravity of (hkl) peak* and ppm 
is the position of the peak maximum of the (hkl) peak,

Next, it would be advantageous to find an 
expression for the stacking-fault probability, CX * 
since its determination will then afford the capability 
of finding the coherent diffracting domain, B^kl0

It has been shown by Wagner, Tetelman, and Gtte 
(1962) that can be found from the equation
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Aa
a hkl

when no spacing 'faults are present, and by

Aa
a hkl (Ghkl + JhklS ) ̂

(16)

(17)

whey they are. Spacing faults are variations in inter- 
planar spacing contrary to the usual fault which is an 
atomic stacking error, ^ k l  anG ^hkl are constants 
and § is a constant of the order 0,02 for foe.metals, 
all constants being given by Wagner, Tetelman, and Otte 
(1962), Wagner, Boisseau, and Aqua (1965) give the 
following forms to use in determining ,

Aahkl " ahkl “ ahkl 

where a^^^ is given by

a, ,, = a^ + m cos © cot ©hkl o

(18)

(19)

which is the equation of a straight line of 
and intercept aQ, the lattice parameter, a

slope m
app
hkl is an
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apparent lattice parameter calculated from the experi
mentally determined interplanar spacing of the parti
cular peak0 Figure 8 shows the straight line 
corresponding to equation (19) and also how Aa^^ is 
determined graphically0

It was further shown by Wagner et al0 (1965) 
that with the presence of stacking-faults and/or 
residual stresses, this straight line will pass through

1/^Ae'400points such that Aa^^^ = -l/^Aa^gg and jAa^g 
and this is also demonstrated in Fig, 8,

Otte, Welch, and Bolling (1962) point out that 
aluminum is quite isotropic elastically and a specimen 
in the form of random filings should exhibit no net 
macrostress effect. On this basis, the above discussion 
remains valid and permits the determination of using 
equation (18),

To determine the slope, m, and intercept 
point, aQ, of the straight line given by equation (19)

A value for aQ is assumedan iterative scheme is used, 
and starting with a zero slope, successive iterations 
are performed until the straight line meets the first 
of the above requirements in the form

-l/2 AagQQ,
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This expression can be expanded to give

,aPP „ 200 aQ - m cos @200 oot ®200

alll ' ao " ra cos 0^11 oot 9lll) (20)

and this form is used in the actual calculation. After 
satisfying equation (20), the following is checked and 
when it is sufficiently close to the requirements the 
iteration is complete.

'222 1/2 400 (21)

From equations (20) and (21), and the iteration, values 
for a0 and m are determined permitting the calculation 
of DC from equation (16) or (17), The effect of fault
ing on a typical face-centered cubic diffraction pattern 
is shown in Fig, So-

Having determined ^  and /S , Wagner et al, 
(1965) have shown that the true domain size normal 
to the reflecting planes P̂ ikl may be determined in 
the following form if it is assumed that B-j_-j_i ~ ^200 “
So
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effrniy eff(200)” (1*5 ̂ + ^  )(^4a^)
(22)

Smallman and Westraacotfc (1957) have shown that 
■̂ hkl may be used to obtain an estimate of the disloca
tion density, 0 If it is assumed that crystallites 
or domains are bounded by low angle boundaries, then it 
can be assumed that ^  is given by

1_n2 (24)

Upon obtaining ^  , they have further shown that the 
stacking-fault energy may be obtained from the relation

&L 24 flEv (25)

where is the shear modulus, a the lattice parameter, 
and (K as before„

It should be mentioned here that the stacking- 
fault probability can also be obtained from an equation 
relating the changes in the positions of neighboring 
peaks from the annealed to the cold worked state0 Adler
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and Wagner (1962) give this equation as

(26hkl ~ 2@h«k'l’)cw " (26hkl * 2®h'k'l')ann = <26)

where

K = ^ " ( Gh'k'litan ®h'k'l' " Ghkltan 6hkl^0

Unfortunately, this requires that the extrapolated 
lattice parameter be the same for the cold-worked and 
annealed condition which is not easily achieved under 
the experimental conditions required in this effortj 
hence, the superiority of equations (16) and (17) is 
evident*



IV EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

401 Sample Preparation

4,1*1 Melting; and. Heat Treatment, The 
high-purity aluminum and binary aluminum alloys used in 
this investigation were supplied by the Reynolds Metals 
Company, The compositions, as supplied by Reynolds, 
are given in Table 1, Upon receipt of the alloys, all 
were given a solution treatment at 450°C for 2 hours 
in an atmosphere of argon at 50 psig and then quenched 
in water to insure a solid solution condition. All 
samples had been given prior homogenization by the 
supplier.

The method of melting the aluminum or the alloys 
was not provided by the supplier but it is not an import 
ant factor for this type of study, as no mechanical 
properties were determined.

The alloys were stored at 70°F for 4 months 
before use and it is uncertain whether any clustering 
or precipitation occurred during this time.
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4.1.2 Preparation of Annealed Pilings. 
The filings were prepared using a saber-saw with a filing 
attachment. After filing an amount sufficient for use
in the subsequent experimental analysis, the filings 
were placed, in a ceramic boat and annealed at 450°C for 
one hour with a 50 psig argon atmosphere followed by- 
furnace cooling. The pressure was then released and the 
filings were stored in a dessicator until they were 
used in the diffraction analysis.

4.1.3 Preparation of the Cold-Worked 
Pilings. The sample to be filed was clamped in a steel 
holder which was screwed into a stainless-steel vessel 
containing liquid nitrogen as shown in Pig. 4. The 
sample was then filed under liquid nitrogen using the 
same grade of file and arrangement as was used in pre
paring the filings for the annealed standard. Then the 
liquid nitrogen was allowed to boil off. When only a 
small amount of liquid nitrogen remained, the mixture 
of filings and liquid nitrogen was poured down a chute 
into the sample holder as shown in Pig. 5b. The filings 
were then ready for x-ray analysis. Neither the annealed 
nor the cold-worked filings were; screened, since this 
refinement was not possible with the liquid nitrogen
environment
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4.2 Low Temperature Cryostat

The cryostat shown in Fig. 6 was designed, 
built, and modified many times by the author before 
the present model was achieved. Much was learned about 
the design of cryostats for use in x-ray diffraction, 
and suggestions for future designers are given in Appendix 
B.

The cryostat consisted of a solid aluminum alloy 
base with an aluminum alloy reservoir for liquid nitro
gen surrounded by Styrofoam (Trade Name, Dow Chemical Co.) 
insulation. The sample holder, also shown in Fig. 6, 
was held in the reservoir by the pressure of two screws 
which went through the rear of the reservoir. The 
screws were placed so as to allow removal of the sample 
holder by releasing the pressure of the screws. The 
sample holder was constructed of aluminum and had a 
Mylar (Trade Name, E. I. DuPont Co.) window held in 
place by masking tape. The Mylar served to hold the 
sample filings in position for analysis and permitted 
easy passage of the incident and diffracted x-ray 
beams. Ordinary blotter paper was found to work very 
well as a gasket material and this was used wherever 
necessary in the cryostat.
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Alignment of the cryostat was made possible by 

two screws which fixed the movable reservoir to the 
base. Through trial and error the proper location of 
the holder, which corresponded to the Brentano-parafocusing 
of the diffractometer, was determined. An annealed, high- 
purity aluminum powder, screened through a 325-mesh, was 
used for the alignment.

Frost was prevented from forming on the Mylar 
in front of the filings by use of a double chamber.
This is the semicircular protrusion on the front of 
the cryostat in Fig, 6, It was filled with dry nitrogen 
gas prior to placing the sample holder in place and, 
therefore, only the dry nitrogen gas confronted the cold 
surface of the Mylar, The second chamber also had a 
Mylar window and its window was kept frost-free by a 
blast of dry nitrogen gas on the surface of the window.
The configuration can be seen in Fig, ga and gb. The 
double window technique was necessary since it was not 
possible to keep a single window frost-freej and further, 
a single window with a warm blast would have produced 
an undesirable thermal gradient in the filings,

Wagner (1965) has pointed out the necessity of 
maintaining the temperature of the liquid nitrogen in 
the reservoir within the limits of + 2°0 of some



equilibrium temperature„ In the present work, the 
temperature of the reservoir was monitored by use of 
a recorder and an iron-constantan thermocouple placed 
in the cryostat reservoir.

Approximately fifty liters of liquid nitrogen 
were required for the preparation and diffraction 
analysis of every three specimens. The diffraction 
scan (of the four peaks studied) required 1,5 hours 
per sample. The liquid nitrogen was supplied to the 
cryostat by pressurizing the liquid nitrogen container 
and forcing it up a copper tube into the reservoir.
The reservoir level was maintained by manual control 
of the container pressure,

A 244 cubic foot tank of nitrogen gas was suffi
cient to keep the window frost-free for two and one-half 
runs, depending on the humidity. In general, frost was 
found to be much less prevalent in the evening,

4,3 X-Ray Diffraction Technique

4,3,1 Diffractometer Setting, The 
diffraction patterns for this study were obtained using 
a General Electric XBD-5 diffractometer, with CuK 
radiation, 1G beam slit, MR Seller slit, 0,1° detector 
slit, 3° take-off angle, 50 kv, 20 ma, and a proportional



counter,. For conditions other than low-angle scattering 
experiments, it is wise to use a wide beam slit so as 
to examine as much of the specimen as possible and to 
achieve high intensity0 In this case, the geometry of 
the cryostat dictated a maximum possible beam width of 
1°, which was employed0 The Seller slit and detector 
slit were those specified by the instruction manual 
for the scanning speed used, A 3° take-off angle gives 
a good combination of intensity and resolution, compro
mising between a large take-off angle for higher 
intensity and a low take-off angle for greater resolu
tion* The Mylar film in the beam path dictated the 
use of as high an intensity as was obtainable„ The 
peak-to-background radiation ratio required the use of 
a proportional counter*

Using a (400) peak, the E setting was determined 
for the best peak-to-background ratio* However, it was 
not possible to increase this ratio further by use of 
a AE window* ■

4*3o2 Diffractometer Alignment* The
diffractometer was aligned according to the procedure 
recommended in the manufacturer's manual* This align
ment consisted of making the proper adjustments until a 
symmetric peak was obtained at about 2© = 0°* Although



extremely precise absolute lattice parameters were not 
required in this effort, it should be mentioned that 
Wagner and Helion (1965) outline a procedure for obtain
ing such data with a diffractometer0

4<>3o3 Scanning Procedure0 After loading 
the filings into the sample holder, as mentioned in 
Section 40103, the sample holder was inspected visually 
to insure that filings had completely filled the recess 
provided for them in the holder* The inspection was 
accomplished by looking through the Mylar windows„ If 
conditions were not satisfactory, a slight tapping on 
the rear of the sample holder was sufficient to properly 
relocate the filings.

The values for intensity versus 29 angle were 
recorded simultaneously on a strip chart recorder and 
on a digital printer tape. The printer recorded values 
every 0,04° of 29 and these data were later used for 
the actual analysis. The chart recorder allowed a visual 
check on the data and afforded an early correction 
point for taking care of any gross errors that could 
have evolved.
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4.4 Data Processing

4.4.1 Determination of Normalized Fourier 
Cosine Coefficients. The coefficients were obtained using 
the Stokes method (Stokes, 1948), with a 2.19 Zh-Al 
alloy for the annealed standard. Wagner and Aqua (1964) 
have shown that the annealed standard used in the Stokes 
method may be of any material provided that it has a 
peak within 2° of the 29 peak of interest, that the 
absorption coefficients are similar, and that the 2 
component of the peaks is removed. The latter was 
accomplished by use of the Rachinger correction 
(Raehinger, 1948).

The Fourier coefficients were computed by use 
of an IBM 7072 computer and the applicable computer 
program shown in the form of a flow diagram in Fig. 7» 
Simmons (1967) has explained this program in detail 
and shows it in complete form. This program was ori
ginally written by Aqua (1964) and later modified by 
the author for use in this analysis. The coefficients 
were recorded on standard IBM punch cards for use in 
the program to be discussed in the next section. The 
computer time required for generating the coefficients 
was approximately four minutes for the four peaks per



alloy, with an average input of seventy data points 
per peak. It was found that the computer time required 
for analysis increased linearly with the number of input 
data points0

404o2 Analysis of the Cold-Worked State 
of the Specimens0 A complete analysis of the cold-worked 
state of the specimens was made by use of the computer 
program shown in the form of a flow diagram in Figc 8 
and in complete form in Appendix E„ The program for the 
analysis of the cold-worked state was written by the 
authoro

The input data required for this program were 
the Fourier coefficients mentioned in Section 40401, 
plus the location of the center of gravity and the posi
tion of the peak maxima0

The flow diagram follows the program completely 
and the program itself follows directly from the section 
on the theory of x-ray diffraction analysis of cold- 
worked structures „ .Most of the statements on the program 
and in the flow diagram are self-explanatory, except for 
a few, which will now be clarified* The numbers of the 
equations that follow all refer to the same numbered 
equation as given in Section 30 3<,



Equation (7) was plotted analytically by use 
of the subroutine, Curva, which gave in turn, values

Pjpfor In and the slope0 Curva is simply a matrix 
solution of the equation of a straight line through 
two points. This is shown graphically in Fig, 1,

priNext, the linear regions of the curves for a£
versus L, shown in Fig, 9, were fitted to a straight
line and, as before, the intercept of this line with
the L axis was determined analytically. The linear
region is usually in the region from 30 to 90 2, but a
check is provided for this by printing out the values 

PFof Al determined. If the region which had been selected 
was hot linear, then the correct one was readily sub
stituted by changing two cards in the program.

To find the stacking-fault probability, (X , 
an iterative method of solution to equations (20) and 
(21) was used. This gave the required slope and lattice 
parameters as was required in equation (19),

The compound fault probability was computed by 
the two methods given in Section 3o3o3 for purposes of 
comparison. This was, in fact, a check of the validity 
of the input data.

Equation (26) was not employed in the computer 
program since the annealed samples were only used in



conjunction with the Stokes correction* This was 
required due to time limitations and the cost of the 
liquid nitrogen involved.

The areas on the flow diagram which indicated 
checks for the presence of faulting were included to 
verify that the peak shifts were not due to some resi
dual stress since this was the very purpose of this 
study.

Since the program is in Fortran, and sufficient 
comments are supplied in order to eliminate any ambi
guity, all equations not mentioned above are in a 
readily apparent form in the program. This computer 
program required approximately five minutes per alloy 
analysis.



V, RESULTS M D  DISCUSSION

5=1 Experimental Results

The data obtained in this effort, as received 
from the computer output sheets, are presented in Table 2C 
An interpretation of the symbols and abbreviations employed 
and references to the equations from which the corres
ponding values were derived, is of interest here.

Values of the slope, m, and extrapolated lattice 
parameter, aQ, were determined using equation (19)„ The 
effective particle sizes, D@f>;£.(lll) and Beff,(200), and 
the minimum faulted domain sizes were calculated using 
equations (10), (11), and (12), respectively,, In all
cases, it was necessary to determine manually the linear

PEregion of the curves for versus L in order to calcu
late the particle sizes as given by equations (10) and 
(11).

To facilitate comparison with the values obtained 
from peak shift, the values for compound fault probabi
lities (lo5 .̂ + jQ ) were obtained using equation (l4)0 
These values are listed as CEP0 Using equation (15) values 
for the Twin-fault probability, , were obtained0
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Subsequently, determination was made of the
stacking-fault.probability, hkl* corresponding to
the (hkl) peaks from which they were obtained. The
numerical averages of the §( probabilities are
given as DC 0 In addition, calculations were made for
values of stacking-fault probability for the case which
assumes the presence of spacing faults, but values for
only the average, ©C WSp> are given.

For comparison of values of compound fault
probability obtained from peak shift with a similar
measure determined from line broadening, data for
(1*5 GK + ) were computed. These are listed as BGFP,

Having determined the coherent domain size, D,
from equation (22), it was then possible to find the
dislocation density, , and hence, the stacking-fault
energy, 7, from equations (23) and (24), respectively.

Finally, the rms strains, < L^hkl* as foun<a'
from equation (9) are given for the «111> direction and 

oat L = 50 A only. This is explained subsequently,

5,2 Evaluation of Ixperimental Data

Two specimens of high purity, unalloyed 
aluminum (HPAL-A, HPAL-B), were used to provide a check 
on the validity of the data obtained. As may be seen
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in Table 2y gross differences are evident in the values

-

obtained for Tmino This immediately raises questions 
in regard to the validity of the data. Since these 
values were obtained from analysis of the diffraction 
peak shape in the form of the Fourier coefficients, it 
can be assumed that some error must have occurred in 
their determination. The only logical explanation for 
the source of error in the coefficients is as follows; 
one annealed standard was used for the Stokes correc
tion which is the correction for instrumental errors.
Use of this Standard requires that the geometry of the 
apparatus remain fixed during the analysis. This was 
satisfied everywhere except for the fact that the Mylar 
window, being of a thin (0,0015 in,) plastic, could 
very well have distorted and violated this requirement. 
Since this was probably the case, then the quantities 
calculated from the coefficients, namely all but the 
fault probabilities, may be in error.

The values for the fault probabilities for the 
zinc alloys are in agreement with those obtained by 
Seemann and Stavenow (1961)„ However, all other systems 
have negative values for as given by the #4 222 and 
©tj|QQ values. These values indicate that the peak 
shift was in the wrong direction and that, for these



systemss no faulting is present. It should be pointed 
out that if the Mylar window were distorted, the geo
metry of the window could have caused a peak shift of 
some form. The possibility of a peak shift is supported 
by the significant differences in the values for slope 
and a0 obtained for the two high-purity aluminum samples 
On this basis, not much faith can be placed in the 
values obtained for OL , and thus no valid conclusions 
can be drawn without making unjustifiable speculations. 

Values for only the rms strain at 50 2 in the 
<111> directions are given since the values of the 
Fourier coefficients were rejected by the computer for 
the <100> directions at 50 E, The value of 50 2 was 
chosen arbitrarily; however, it is the value usually 
given in the literature and hence, facilitated compari
son to ascertain that the values were reasonable.

To eliminate any errors in the computer program, 
all values were checked manually for the 2,19 Zn alloy 
and agreement was found to be nearly exact (1-2^ differ
ence), and any difference could be attributed to the 
computer being more accurate.



5=3 Suggestions for Further Work

The author hopes to re-run these samples 
In the immediate future^ provided funding can be obtained 
The new diffraction runs will be made using a new cryo
stat, designed according to the specifications given in 
Appendix Bc By use of a smaller window it is hoped that 
a stiffen Mylar window surface of more constant geometry 
can be obtained, thereby eliminating the error which 
arose in this analysis6

To ascertain the validity of the data, an arbi
trary specimen will be run at room temperature until it 
is certain that reproducible data can be obtained. This 
geometry should then be valid, regardless of temperature = 

The computer programs described in Section 4,4 
make possible the rapid analysis of the cold-worked 
state of any face-centered cubic system* The author 
developed, in conjunction with the present effort, a 
similar program for body-centered cubic materials 
which can, in addition, handle residual macrostresses*
The program for the body-centered cubic analysis was 
not included as it was not part of the scope of the 
present effort nor was it used in this present study* 

After completion of the work mentioned herein, 
another program was written which makes use of a



Benson-Lehrer plotter to determine the linear region
- pwof the versus L curves, thereby eliminating a task 

which was previously done manually„
Specifically, there has been very little work 

done in the determination of stacking-fault probabilities 
in ternary systems and this should represent a fruitful 
area of research* The temperature dependence of the 
fault probabilities should also be studied further in 
binary systems.



VI SUMMARY

It was unfortunate that the goals of the objective 
were not realized; however, three facts merit considera
tion in explanation of the results actually obtained* 

First, the computer programs developed in con
junction with this study are a very valuable and signifi
cant contribution to the area of materials science* They 
afford the user a method of rapid analysis of the cold- 
worked state of metals or alloys which can be employed 
in fundamental or applied research studies, either as 
the primary objective of the effort or in support of the 
study of another behavioral aspect*

Secondly, it may appear odd that the assumed 
error in the Mylar surface was not noted earlier in 
the analysis* . This was an unfortunate consequence* 
resulting from the situation that, because of the lengthy 
period required for its development and perfection, the 
computer program was not operational until after comple
tion of the diffraction scans*

Lastly, the work was in an area of research 
supported only by very limited departmental funds* In
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consideration of the combined costs of the liquid 
nitrogen and nitrogen gas, a repeated series of runs 
prior to completion of this thesis presentation was 
prohibited by financial considerations as well as by 
available time6
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The Theory Underlying; the Fourier Coefficients

The Fourier series of any function f(x), of 
period a, expanded about x = 0, is given by

f(x) V os W  + Bnsln ( ^ )
n = 0

(1)

Letting x = 2© - 2©^, reduces equation (l) to

(2 0)
[2im( 2@-2© )

Anoosl - - a 0*" Vo' «• - a i n ' ^ 26-26^]
n = 0

(2)

where the function, here the intensity of the diffraction 
peak, is expanded about 2©0<, This is simply a convenient 
representation of the observed diffraction peak profile* 

The complete Fourier transform of 1(2©) given 
by

A
2irL( 2©-2©0)

+ sin
2irL( 2©-2© )

d© (3)
- co
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or in the exponential form as

<30 ' _f-2TlL(26-29 ) I
1(29) exP [ - a -J d6 W

In this paper j, the cosine transform is used.
This is equation (3) without the sine term. The 
are what much of the literature and hence the text ' 
of this paper refer to as the Fourier coefficients, 
but it cannot be overemphasized that the A^^j are 
functions whereas the Fourier coefficients are con
stants.

Experimentally, the A^j given by equation (4) 
are calculated numerically as the function is not of 
closed form but rather of the form given by equation .
(2), The method of evaluating the A^^ is given by 
Simmons (1967),

The purpose of using the transform method of 
analysis in x-ray diffraction is twofold: first, it
allows use of the Stokes correction (Stokes, 1948), The 
Stokes correction makes use of the algebraic properties 
of transforms and permits correction of the diffraction 
peak for instrumental errors inherent in the diffractometer.



The variable L permits a study of crystallites as is 
mentioned in the text,

Guinier (1963) gives a good treatment of the 
theory of x-ray diffraction, using Fourier transforms 
throughout. Fundamentally, the well-known reciprocal 
space is in fact the Fourier transform of real crystal 
space. Finally, for the interested reader, who wishes 
to undertake the study of a text such as Guinier (1963)» 
it should be pointed out that the following convention, 
holds: Al = A(t,s), A(t,s) = V(t)y(t,s), a£F = V(t),

T\ - . - -and A^ = y(t),
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Suggestions for the Design of Cryostats 
_____For Use in X-Ray Diffraction______

The suggestions herein are presented in an out 
line form as none are specific except when referred to 
a specific application,

10 Use two sample holders of a material that 
does not have its diffraction peaks near 
those being studied. Use of two permits 
rapid changing of specimensj otherwise 
problems due to icing occur,

2, Make the complete cryostat out of stain
less-steel to decrease losses due to heat 
conduction,

3o Make as large a reservoir for the liquid 
nitrogen as is geometrically possible,

4,. Automate the flow of liquid nitrogen by 
use of a float (cork works fine) in the 
reservoir. This float would govern a 
pressure release switch and a switch to 
regulate the pressure source,

5, Ordinary blotter paper makes a durable 
gasket material.
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60 Masking tape appears to be the universal 

construction material at low temperatures 
and also serves to hold the Mylar in place 
securely,

7, "Plyobond”* manufactured by Goodyear, is 
an excellent glue or sealer to use at these 
temperatures,

8, Design the unit so a helium tunnel can be 
used. This provides a better path for 
the incident and diffracted x-ray beam, 
but make certain that a setting of the
B -t AS control can be achieved to remove 
any fluorescent radiation which would 
also have increased intensity, All in 
all, one should optimize the peak to back
ground ratio,

9, Humidity varies with the time of year and 
to say the least, is a problem. Try to 
work with it.
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Table 1, Alloy Composition in Weight Percent

Alloy Si Pe Gu Mn Mg Or Ni Zn Ti

High Purity
.... -■ -

Aluminum 0,001 0,002 0,002 <0,001 <0,001 <0,001 <0,001 <0,002 <0,001
Al-O093$ Mg <0,02 <0,02 <0,02 <0,02 0,93 ■ <0,02 <0,02 <0,02 <0,02
Al-0o96^ Zn NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 0,96 NO
Al-2019$ Zn NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 2,19 NO
A l - O o W  Si 0,47 NO NO NO NO NO NO NG NO
A1-1*4G^ Si 1,40 NO NO NG NO NO NO NO NO
Al-3.930 Si 3,93 0,11 <0,05 <0,05 <0,05 NO NO <0,05 <0,05

- ... - • -* «

NG - Not given



Table 20 Results from the Analysis of the Cold-Worked State

Alloy m ao Deff(Hl) Deff(200) mmin CIT 0 ^•111 ^200

HPAL-A 0.0026 4.0348 502 311 590 0.0087 -0.00003 -0,0035 -0,0034
HPAL-B -0.013 4.0399 684 333 2200 0.0109 -0.00005 -0,007 -0.0068
0og6 Zn -0.0024 4.0423 517 347 520 0.0067 0.000003 0.012 0.012
2,19 Zn 0.00015 4,0333 263 288 150 -0.002 0.000096 0.013 0,013
0,93 Mg -0.019 4.0429 176 145 130 0.0084 0.00005 0.0029 0.0032
0„47 SI -0.0096 4,0337 261 198 220 0,0086 -0.000002 -0.00039 -0.00059
104 SI -0.0092 4.03396 504 270 440 0.0051 -0.00004 0.025 0.025

uiU1



Table 2* Results from the Analysis of the Gold.-Worked State

Of 222 0< 400 o( ^WSP* BGFP* 7 D < S fo>m/2
x 10*

-0.00031 0.00004 -0.0018 -0,0019 -0.0027 O.llxlO11 -1.01 941 0,00185
-0.0076 -0.0079 0,0004 -0.00046 0,00056 0.812X109 0.32 3510 0.00130
0.013 0,013 0.013 0,012 0.019 O . W x l O 11 0.19 825 0,00019
0.021 0.021 0,017 0.016 0.026 0.l64xl012 1 = 55 247 0,00035
-0.006 -0,005 -0.0011 -0,0005 -0.0015 0„23xl012 -3 = 39 210 0.00030
-O.OO98 -0.0091 -0,005 0.0043 -0,3075 0.84x10^ -3=68 345 0.00024
0.038 -0,037 0,021 0.020 0,031 0.21X1011 0,16 695 0.00265

VICh
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FIG.1. H YPO TH ETIC AL ln (A L) vs hg CURVES
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Pig. 4 Piling Apparatus
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Pig. 5a Experimental Apparatus

Fig. 5b Cryostat Loading 
Configuration
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Pig. 6 Cryostat and Sample Holder
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[CF JUSTG

[COMPUTE A1A

CALLRANCO

LPF CORRECT

REMOVE
BGRND.

CALL
RANCO

COMPUTE

ANORM(L)

3 PT. PARAB.FIT

IF NOSTA

IF JUSTG

REMOVE
BACKGROUND

READ X,HKL,NFC 
VTK, JUSTG, NOSTA

CORRECT

READ NAC 
GBAR(L)

IF NRACREAD NOW
d e l c w,p (:
TWOHC\l) 
KGW,NRAC

COMPUTE 
ANN. COEFF, 
GBAR(L),ETC

COMPUTE 
CW COEFF, 
STOKES CORR

COMPUTE AREA 
VARIANCE,CO, 
INT. BREADTH

COMPUTE AREA 
VARIANCE, CG 
INT. BREADTH

COMPUTE 
ANN. COEFF, 
GBAR(L), ETC

READ NA, 
R(l),DELA 
TWOHA(l), MRAC,KCW

Fig. 7. Flow Diagram for the Fourier Coefficient Computer Program.
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COMPUTE ($

COMPUTE fQ & y

COMPUTE D.

COMPUTE C

SUBROUTINE
CURVA

COMPUTE LN(ANORM(K,L)^

COMPUTE (l.5«+tf)

COMPUTE W/O

COMPUTE HKLCW(K),HKLA(K), AZERO(K),AZAVE

PROM BROADENING
COMPUTE Tm, & (l.50(+<3)

COMPUTE A

(111) & (100)

APPM(K),PPM(Kj,SGCW(K), SGA(K),AN0RM(K,L),M,
N, MM, NB, NFC, V/LGTH, 
VA,LNAM

Fig. 8. Flow Diagram for the Computerized Analysis 
of the Cold-Worked State.
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vs L CURVESFIG.9. HYPOTHETICAL A
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MATRIX SOLUTION OF P(L)=Cl(L)+C2(L)*S(L)
SUBROUTINE CURVA (K,P,NSA,N8B;0)
DIMENSION P(4,50),0(2,50) '
IF(NSA-l) 76,77,78

77 AA=3 o 0 "
BB=12 o 0

76 GO TO 80
78 IF(NSA-l) 80,79,80
79 AA=4o0 '

BB=l6 o 0
80 CONTINUE . '

DO 81 L=1,K
81 0(1,L) =( (P(NBA,L) *BB) -(P(NSB,L) *AA) )/(BB-AA)

DO 82' L=l jK ■ - - - . - ■ - - - ~ -- .
82 0 (2 , L) =( P ( NS A, L) -P ( NSB, L) ) /(AA-BB)

RETURN - -- ■ - -' - - • -
END
DIMENSION GG( 27 ) , C JO ( 27), V( 27), W( 27 ) , ANORM( 4,50 ) , 
1SGCW( 16), SGA( 16),PPM( 16) , APPM( l6) , GLNA( 4,50), '
2HKL0W( 16) ,HKLA( 16) , AZERO( 16) ,S(2;50),0A(2,50) , 
3AS(1,50),ACA(1,50),DALDK(2,50),ERMS(2,50),DELTT(2), 
4TAN(2),AAPNT(16),COST(26),Q¥(10),T(400),SLP(500),- 
5DHKL( 16) ,ZIG( 16), QS(500), QT( 400) , ALFA( 16)', PALFA( 16) 
6AAN(6),BAN(6),ZAG(l,6),ZOG(l,6);SALFA(l,6)- '

BEGIN FOG LATTICE ANALYSIS 
" 6 ' FORMAT (1H'4HY- =' ' ,F10o.6/)
7 FORMAT (1H 4HZ = ,F10„6)
8 FORMAT (IE 31HALPF(111) THEN ALPF(lOO) FOLLOW/)

12 FORMAT (1H 64HTHE FOLLOWING ARE ASSUMING ALPF VS L 
1LINEAR YY TO ZB ANGSTROMS ///).. " - " . "



13 FORMAL(1H 5HYY = ,F10»3//)
14 FORMAT(1H 5HZB = ,F10o3//)

101 FORMAT'(15)'.
103 FORMAT (F10 0 6)
104 F0RMAT(l0F8o4)
105 F0RMAT(F10„2)'
106 FORMAT(7F10o6)
113 FORMAT (lOFTo4)
116 FORMAT(1H 35HHKLCW, THEN HKLA, THEN AZERO FOLLOW//)
121 FORMAT(1H 4HT ='yl5,8X,4HJ' = ,I5,8X,9HGLA(l) =

1,E10o2///) - ' - '
122 FORMAT(1H 4HI = ,I5,8X,4HJ = ,I5,8X,11HGLB(I,J) = 

1,E10„2///)
123 F0RMAT(A5)
124 FORMAT(1H"13HTHIS ALLOY IS,F10„2,A5///)
125 FORMAT( IH 7HAN0T = ;F10 0 6///)
126 FORMAT(IH lOHDHKL(K) = ,Fl0o6,6X,9HZIG(K) = ,F10o6

l;6x,4HK = ,15/)' ... ; - - r.
127 FORMAT(IH 23HSL0PE OF A VS COSCOT = ,E10,2///)
128 FORMAT(IH IIHAAPNT(K) = ,F10„6 ̂ 4X,10HC0ST(K) b

1,F10<>6//) ' - "
129 FORMAT(lH 8HQW(L) = ,E10„3//)
510 FORMAT(IH 7HTMIN"= ,E10 0 2,IX,9HANGSTROMS///)
512 FORMAT ( IH 6HCFP = F10o6///> " ...'....-
514 F0RMAT(1H 7HBETA = F10.6///)
747 FORMAT ( IH 8HAZAVE = F10.6///)
910 FORMAT (10F8o3)
1446 FORMAT(IH 37HTMIN ASSUMING ISOTROPIC PARTICLE 

1SIZE///)
1447 FORMAT(IH 28HCFP = 105ALFA+BETA FROM DEFT///)
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1448 FORMAT(1H 38HTWIN FAULT PROS, BETA FROM PEAK 
.1ASSYM0///) .

1449 FORMAT(1H 106HAVALS = SFP W/0 ANNEALED, PALFS =
1SFP W/0 ANN, BUT WITH SPACING FAULTS AND SALFS=
.2SFP WITH ANNEALED STD, ///)

1450 FORMAT(1H 10HALFA(3) = ,E10,2;10HALFA(4) . = ,E10,2 
1,11HALFA( 12) =- ,E10,2,HHALFA(l6) = ,E10,2,8HAVALS

. 2= ,E10,2///) - ; ..
1451 FORMAT (-1H 11HPALFA(3) = ,E10,2,11HPALFA(4) = ,E10,2 

1,112HPALFA(12) = ,E10,2,12HPALFA(16) = ,E10,2,8
... 2HPALFS = ,E10;2///) '

1452 FORMAT(1H 52HZ1G(K) = CHANGE IN DHKL SSPAGING TO 
1CHECK FOR FAULTS ///)

1453 FORMAT(1H 52HZ0G(J,I) = CHANGE IN TWO THETA TO
. 1CHECK FOR FAULTING ///) ..

1458 FORMAT(1H 11HZ0G(3,4) = ,F10„6,12HZ0G(3,12) =
1, F10,6,.12HZ0G(3,l6) = ,F10o6,12HZ0G(4,12) =
2, F10,6,12HZ0G(4,l6) = ,F10,6///)

1459 FORMAT(1H 13HSALFA(3,4) = ,F10.6,14HSALFA(3,12)
1= ,F10.,6, 14HSALFA(3,16) = , F10»6,14HSALFA( 4,12)
2= ,F10,6///)

1462 FORMAT(1H 59HDBAR FROM ALPF,AVALS,BETA,AND AZAVE 
1,AND IS IN. ANGSTROMS ///)

1463 F0RMAT(-1H 8HD111R = ,E10,2,8HD200R = ,E10,2///)
1777 FORMAT(1H 45HBCFP = 1,ALFA+BETA FROM ACTUAL ALFA

.1AND BETA ///)
1778 FORMAT(1H 7HBCFP = ,E10.,3///)
1779 FORMAT(1H 66HRH0 = DISL, DENSITY FROM DBAR(HKL)

.1AND SFE = STACKING FAULT ENERGY -. ///)
1780 FORMAT(1H 6HRH0= ,E10;3,6HSFE = ,F10,2///)



1912 FORMAT(1H 64HTHE FOLLOWING ARE ASSUMING ALPF VS L 
. 1LINEAR Y TO Z ANGSTROMS ///)

1935 FORMAT(1H 8HD111B = ,F10„3///)
1936 FORMAT(1H 8HD100D = ,F10.3///)
1937 FORMAT(1H 3HBAL,7X,9HERMS(3,L),1X,9HERMS(4,L)

- 1 ///) •' ' , - -

1939 FORMAT(FIO„0 * 2E10 0 3)
211,4 FORMAT(1H 13HZOG( 12;l6) = ,F10o6///)
2115 FORMAT(1H l4HSALFA(4,l6) = ,FIO«6,10X,15HSALFA(12 

1,16) « ,F10.6, 10X,8HSALF8 = ,F10„6///)
215.1 FORMAT(1H 20HERMS X 10**4 FOLLOW/)
2905 FORMAT (2F10o4) '

ORDER OF DATA IS AS FOLLOWS

(111),(222),(200),(400) FOR ANORM(K,L)

ORDER IS ACTUALLY 3,4,12,16, NOT 1,2,3,4, AS IS" GIVEN

(111),(200),(222),(400) FOR CG AND PPM

CONSTANTS FOR (ill) FAULTING IN FOG 
READ 113,(GG(K),K=1,27)
READ 113,(CJC(K),K-1,27)
READ 113,(V(K),K=1,27)
READ 113,(W(K),K=1,27)
READ 101, NFC’ ' ’
READ 103,WLGTH 

999 READ 101,EASM"
READ 101,M ;
i f(m -i )18,18,17



17 READ 101,N 
READ 101,MM 
READ 101,NB 
READ 105,VA 
READ 123,DRAM
READ 910,(AH0RM(1,L),L=1,50)
READ 910,(AN0RM(2,L),L=l,50)
READ 910,(AN0RM(3,L),L=1,50)
READ 910,(AN0RM(4,L),L=1,50')
READ 104,(SGCW(K),Kel;l6) '
READ 104,(SGA(K);K=l,l6)- 
READ 104, ( PPM( K), Ii=l, 16 )
READ 104,(APPM(K),K=1,l6)
PRINT 124,VAjLNAM - 
DO 2126 K=l,4
PRINT 910,(AN0RM(K,L),L=1,50)

9053 L=0 ' - ... " " "
1899 L=Iri-l

IP(ANORM(K,L)-1*0) 2121,2122,2121
2121 CONTINUE "
2119 GLNA(K,L)=LOGEP(ANORM(K,L))

GO TO' 2124".. ' - ' * ""
2122 GLNA(K,L)-0o0 
2124'CONTINUE"

IF(L-NFC) 1899,2129,2129 
2129 CONTINUE"
2126 PRINT 113,(GLNA(K,L),L=1,NFC)

HKLCW=DHKL FOR COLD WORKED, ETC.
' ’ ‘ DO :15'K=1,16 ‘ ' .. " ' '
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HKLCW(K)=¥LGTH/( 20*SINF(SGCW(K)*3o14159/360„)) 
HKLA(K') =WLGTH/( 2 „ ̂ S1NF( SGA( K) *3; 14159/360 „)) ' 
D0G=K' ' ~ - --- ^

15 AZERO(K)=HKLA(K)*SQRTF(DOG)
AZAVE'='-(- AZER0(3)+AZER0(4')+AZER0(12)+AZER0(16))/4o

ANALYTICAL PLOT OF LNAL VS H02, GLNA(L,K) VS K

WHERE L IS REALLY L TIMES VIK AND K=H2+K2+L2 *

EQUATION OF CURVE OF LNAL VS H02 L=l#2, ETC

NOW FOR LNAL VS H02------ LNALPF----- DEFF— SLOPE GIVES

ERMS(L,K)

CALL CURVA(NFC,GLNA,1,3,8)
CALL CURVA(NFC,GLNA,2,4,CA)

WE HAVE S(1,L) AND S(2,L) FOR LNAL(lll) AND CA(l,L)

AND CA(2,L) FOR LNAL(lOO) ,IF LINEAR CURVES)

NOW TO GET ALPS VS L -- TO GET DEFF(HKL)

ALPS(111)=S(1,L) AND ALPS(100)=CA(l,L)

M AND N IpE0 Y,Z ARE CHOSEN TO BE IN LINEAR PORTION

OF ALPF VS L

WE MAY HAVE TO RE-RUN AFTER ALPF IS DETERMINED



. BO 9 L=1,NFC 
9 &S(1,L)=EXPEF(S(1,L))
, DO 10 L=15NFC - ' "
10 A0A(1,L)=BXPEF(0A(1,L))

M,N FOR ALPF(lll) AND MM,NN FOR ALPF(lOO)
Y=M*10" " ' ' ...  ™ ■
Z=N*10
M=M+1
N=N+1
D111D=( (Y*AS ( 1, N) ) - (  Z*AS( 1, H) ) ) / ( AS ( 1, N) -AS ( 1, M) )

ZB=NB*10

NB=EB+1
D100D=((YY*AOA(1,NB))-(ZB*ACA(1,MM)))/(AOA(1,NB)
l-ACA(lzMM))..................... ..... - - -
PRINT 113;(S(1,L)5L=1,NF0)
PRINT 113,< S(2,D),L»l,NP6)
PRINT 113,(0A(l;D),D=l,NF0)
PRINT 113,(0A(2,D),L=1,NF8)
PRINT 8 - - - - - . ..- -
PRINT 910,(AS(1,D),L=1,NFC)
PRINT 910, (AOA( 2;£) ;If=1,NF0)

NOW TO GET SLOPE OF LNAL VS H02 GIVING ERMS(L,K)-SLOPE

(lll)=S(2,L SLOPE(100)=CA(25L) 
DO 1902 L=1,NFC " - '

1901 DALDK(3,L)=S(2,L)
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1902 DALBK(4»L)=0A(2#L)
K=2 ' ■ "

1445 K=K+1 
L=0

114 L=L+1 . .
VIK=10,0 
Q=L .
BAL=Q^VTK
IF(DAEDK(K,L)-0o0) 1903,3,3

'3 e h m s(k ;l )^0o0
GO TO 5 - ......

1903 ERMS( K, L) =SQRTF( ( ( -DALDK( K, L) ) *( AZAVE**2) ) /( 2 0 *( 3.. 14159
*̂ (BA3j,3€,*2‘)') ) ■ - ■ ■■  ̂- ..‘ -

5 IF(L-NFO)'114;115,115
115 IF(K-4) 1445,1905,1905 

1905 CONTINUE
PRINT 2151 
PRINT 1937 
DO 1938 1=1,NFC 
Q=L
BAL=Q*10 o 0

1938 PRINT'1939, BAD, ERMS(3,L), ERMS(4,L)

THE FOLLOWING ASSUMES ISOTROPIC PARTICLE SIZE

TMIN=WIDTH OF FAULT
' TMIN=,82/( (2o31/D111D... )-(l.O/DIOOD ) )

CFP=10 5ALFA+BETA
- CFP=( (4,*AZAVE)/(4o-l.732.) )*((!./D100D )-(l0
1/D111D )) - —  - " ' -
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DEPT=D100D, D111D ETC.

NOW TO FIND TWIN FAULT PROBABILITY BETA

FROM PEAK ASSYMETRY 
DO 25 K=3,4 '
DELTT(K)=(SGCW(K)-PMM(K))*(3.14159/180.)

25 TAN(K)=(SINF(SGCW(K>*(3;14159/360.)))/(COSF(SGCW(K)* 
1 (3 = 14159/360.))) "" - ' - , .. ,
BETA-(DELTT(4))/((ll.*TAN(3))+(i 4.6*t a n(4)))

TO FIND ALFA W/0 ANNEALED DHKL'S FROM EQUATION

DHKL(K) =ANOT+SLP*COST(K)

ITERATION SCHEME FOR FITTING ANOT VS COSOOT

AAPNT=DHKL,CW,*SQRTF(K)>I.E. APPARENT LATTICE PARAMETER
DO 69 K=l,l6 ... ' * ........ ' ..... .. ....
DEG=K '
AAPNT(K)=HKLCW(K)*SQRTF(DEG)

69 COST(K)=((COSF(SGCW(K)*3;14159/360.))**2)/SINF( 
ISGCW(K)*3.14159/360.')~ "
L=1 -''\
QW(1)=0.00005 '
GO TO 199 

198 L=Lfl 
LL=L-1
QW(L)=QW(LL)+0.00005 
PRINT 129;QW(L)



199 QA=MAXF( AAPNT( 3) ,MPNT( 4)) 
QB=MINF( AAPNT( 3 ) , AAPNT( 4) )
qc=m m :f ( aapnt( 12) ,a a p n t( 16))
QD=M1NF( AAPHH( 12) 5 AAPNT( 16) ) 
IF(QA-AAPNT(3)) 200,201,200"

200 QB^00ST(4)....
GO TO 202‘

201 QE=C0ST(3)
202 IF(QB-AAPNT(3)) 203,204,203 
203" 0G=C0ST(4)

GO TO 205'
204 QG=00ST(3)
205 IP(Q0-AAPNT(12)) 206,207,206
206 QH==COST( 16)... .
. GO TO 208 '

207 QH=OOST(12)
208 IF(QB-AAPNT(12)) 209,210,209
209 QI=C0ST(16)

GO TO 211 "
210 QI=C0ST(12)
211 CONTINUE "

QJ=((QE*QD)-(QI*QA))/( QE-QI) 
QK=((QH*QB)-(QG*QC))/(QH-QG) 
QL=QJ-QK " " " ' '
YZ=ABSF(QL)/400o 
QM=(QA-QD)/(QE‘-QI)
qn=(qc-q b)/(q h-q g) 
qo=ab s f(q m) ’
QP=ABSF(QN)
QR=MANF(QO,"QP)



YW=QR/500o
BZ=MftXF(QJ»QK)
T(l)~BZ' •'
J=1 ■

GO TO 53
52 J=J+1

T(J)=T(JJ)-YZ
53 CONTINUE‘ - .

IF(J-400) 62,62,220
62 SBP("1)=(QB-T(J))/QG 

1=1 ' • • ' ' ‘
11=1-1 
GO TO 57

54 1=1+1 
11=1-1
S3L.P (I) =SLP (II) +YW 
GO TO"57“ ' ' -

56 1=1+1 
11=1-1
SLP(I)=SLP(II)-YW

57 CONTINUE'... . .
AN0T=T(J)
DO 71'K=l, 16
DHKL(K)=ANOT+(SLP(I)*COST(K)) 

71 Z1G(K)=AAPNT(K)-DHKL(K) ' '' '' 
QS(I)=ZIG(4)+(2oO*ZIG(3)) 
QU=ABSF(QS(I)) ' - --
IF(QU-QW(L))'59.59.215



215 IF(I-l) 56,56,216
216 ERR=QS(l)-QS(ll)
217 IP(1-500) 72,59,59
72 XP(QS(l)-0o0) 56,56,54 
59 CONTINUE

QT(J)=ZIG(16)+(290*ZIG(12))
QZ=ABSP(QT(J)) ' •' ' "
IP(QZ-Q¥(L))'220,220,70 

70 IP(J-l) 52,52,218
218 ERRA=QT(J)~QT(JJ)

IP(ERRA-0;0) - 52,52,52
220 CONTINUE

PRINT 121,1,J,QS(I)
PRINT 122,1,J,QT(J)
IF(QW(L)-0.0001) 77,222,222 

77 CONTINUE
IF(QU-Q¥(L)) 221,221,198

221 IF(QZ-Q¥(L)) 222,222,198
222 CONTINUE---

PRINT 127,SIP(I)
PRINT 125,AN0T''

PALFA=STACKING FAULT PROS. ¥ITH SPACING FAULTS
• DO-75 K=l, 16 • ' ’ - '..-- ' .
ALFA(K) =ZIG( K) /( ANOT*GG( K) )

75 PALFA(K) = -ZIG(K)/(ANOT*( GG(K)+(0.02*CJC(K) ).).) 
AVALS=( ALFA( 3) +ALFA( 4) +ALFA( 12)-hALFA( 16) )/4.' 
PALFS=(PALFA(3)+PALFA(4)+PALFA(12)+PALFA(16)) /4

N0¥ TO FIND THE COHERENT DIFFRACTING DOMAIN=DBAR(K)

ANGSTROMS
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DBAR( 111) =D111E=:G0HEREHT DOMAIN SIZE
D111R=10/( (1./D111D) -( o707/TMIN) -( ( (1 c 5*AVALS)+BETA) 
l*(y( 3)/AZAVE») - . ■ - - ' - . ~ - - - ■ -
D200R=lo/( (1:/D100D) -( „8l5/TMIN) -( ( (l05*AVALS)+BETA) 
1*(¥(4)/AZA7E))) - - - - ■ -

RE0=DISLo DENSITY AND SPE-STAOKING FAULT ENERGY

SME¥=SHEAR MODULUS (ISOTROPIC) IN DYNES/CM2 
SDBAR=((DlllR+D200R)/2o)/(10„**8)
RHO=10/(SDBAR**2) '
SME¥=2 o 6*(10 o **11) ......
SFE=(,SMEM* (AZAVE**3) *RHO) /(AVALS*24 „ *SQRTP( 2 0) *3. l4l6 

l*(l0o**24))
BCPP=( 1,5 ̂ AVALS) 4-BETA

NOW TO GET CFP FROM AVALS AND BETA

NOW FOR ALFA FROM ANNEALED STANDARD METHOD

KASM=2 FOR USING ANN, STD.,=I FOR OTHER 
\ IF(KASM-l) 1979yl97951980 - 

1980 CONTINUE "
1=2 -

1982 1=1+1
DO I98I J=12,l6,4
ANN( 1 )=( SINF(.SGCW( I) *( 3,14159/360 „)))/( COSF( SGCW( I) *
1(3,14159/360;))) -• ''" . . . .."-' ---------- - -'-
BAN( J) =( SINF(.SGCW( J) *( 3.14159/360,)))/(COSF( SGCW( J) * 
1(3,14159/360,))) ■ "-* ' ~ ‘ • " .. *' '*
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ZAG( I, J) =( GG( I) *AAN( 1)) -( GG( J) *BAN( J) )
Z0G(J,I)=(SGCW(J)-SGO¥(l))-(SGA(j)-SGA(l))
SALFA( 3;4) = ZOG(4,3)/C2 *ZAG( 3,4)) -.' ' - "

1981 SALFA( Ij J)= ZGG(J51) /( 2 3 *ZAG(I,J))
IF(I-4) 1982,1983,1983 ' ... .

1983 CONTINUE
SALFA(12,16)= Z0G(16,12)/(2o*ZAG(12,16))
SALFS=( SALFA( 3/4)-f SALFA( 3,12):+SALFA( 3, l6)+SALFA( 4,12) 
1*SALFA (4,16) 4-S ALFA(-12," 16) ) /6 ; - " ' ' - • " " -
1=2 ‘ ' - " " ■' - " -

1455 1=1+1
ZOG( 4,3) =( SGC¥( 4) ”SGC¥( 3)) -(SGA( 4) -SGA( 4))
DO 1456' J=12,16,4 ..-■■r' " " - - - .. - "

1456 ZOG(J,l)=(SGC¥(J)-SGC¥(I))-(SGA(J)-SGA(I))
IF(I-4)'1455i1455,1457" '"' "..' -...

1457 CONTINUE
ZOG(16,12)=(SGC¥(16)-SGC¥(12))-(SGA(l6)~SGA(12))
PRINT 1453 .... . 1" ' " ■ u  ̂ •’ ■ ‘ -
PRINT 1458, ZOG(3,4), ZOG(3,12), ZOG(3,l6), ZOG(4,l6)
PRINT’2114, ZOG( 12,16).. ' " ..' " --
PRINT 1459, SALFA(3,4),SALFA(3,12),SALFA(3,l6),

isalfa(4, 12) '  - - . -
PRINT 21155 SALFA(4,16),SALFA(12,16),SALES

1979 CONTINUE • " ' ■ " ' .“ " " ' . ' -
DO-117 K=l,l6
PRINT 2905,SGC¥(K),SGA(K)
PRINT 2905,PPM(K)5APPM(K) .
PRINT 116 .. ........
PRINT 104, HKLC¥(K)
PRINT 104, HKLA(K)- 

117 PRINT 104, AZERO(K)



PRINT 747, AZAVE
PRINT 1912 ---- -
PRINT 6,Y 
PRINT 7,%
PRINT 1935, DllID 
PRINT 12 
PRINT 13,YY
IF(ZB-100Qo) 22,22,1941 

22 PRINT 14,ZB'
1941 PRINT 1936, D100D 

PRINT 1446 "
511 PRINT 510, TMIN 

PRINT 1447 v ’
513 PRINT 512, CFP 

. PRINT 1448 
515 PRINT 514, BETA

CHECK IF Zie(3) NEGATIVE ©F ZIG(12)

SAME FOR ZIG(4),ZIG(l6)
• PRINT 1452' ■' ' '

DO 76 K=l,l6
PRINT 126SDHKL(K),ZIG(K),K 

76 PRINT 128, AAPNT(K) /COST(K')
PRINT 1449... ' ' ’ - ..
PRINT 1450,ALFA(3),ALFA(4),ALFA(12),ALFA(16),AVALS 
PRINT 145T,PALFA(3);PALFA(4),PALFA(12);PALFA(16);
1PALFS ' - ■■: ' " " .~ ' - - -
PRINT 1777 
PRINT 1778, BCGP
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PRINT 1779
PRINT 1780, RHO, SFE 
PRINT 1462 ■-
PRINT 1463, D111R 

998 CONTINUE "
GO TO 999 

18 CONTINUE 
END' • •

, D200R
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